Assembly Instructions

Dress Kit for FocalPoint™ Projection Screen by Draper

Assembly Instructions

1. Read instructions through completely before proceeding; retain for future reference.
2. Be careful when handling drapes—they can become a tripping hazard during handling and installation.
3. These instructions are based on assembly by a minimum of two people.
4. If attaching hardware and drapes while the FocalPoint is still on the floor, use caution not to stand on the drapes when raising the screen to a vertical position.
5. If attaching hardware and drapes after raising FocalPoint to a vertical position, be safe. Use a motorized lift if possible. If using a ladder, make sure to have a spotter to hold the ladder, and do not lean against the FocalPoint while attaching the hardware, Drapes and Valance.

Caution:
- Beware of pinch points.

1. Assemble Drapery Bars by sliding the extrusion on the horizontal extension into the slot on the attachment angle (see Fig. 1).

2. Attach Drapery Bars to FocalPoint frame by placing slots in the arms over studs on the frame sides (see Fig. 1). Please make sure to place in the proper position to allow the drapes to hang naturally down to the floor.

3. Place Universal Valance Bars along top of FocalPoint frame (see Fig. 3). Please Note: The plastic valance section cannot be attached to either endmost lug on the screen frame.

Please Note: Start on both ends of the frame and space Universal Valance Bars evenly along the top of the frame. If there are not enough to cover the entire length of the frame, gaps should be located toward the center of the frame (see Fig. 6).

4. Attach Valance to Universal Valance Bars using DuraLoop attachment system. Make sure the Side Drapes OVERLAP the Valance. Valance and Side Drapes link together using hook-and-loop (see Fig. 4).

5. Attach Skirt to bottom of FocalPoint frame by placing the magnetic attachments on the studs (see Fig. 5).
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(Side Drapes and Valance removed for a clear view of the locations of Valance Bars and Drapery Bars)

Caution: Beware of pinch points.